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STARS BATTLE
Stars Battle is a spaceship-inspired universe where anyone can earn tokens through skilled
gameplay and contributions to the ecosystem. Players can battle, collect, and update a their
Spaceship.
While Stars Battle is a fun game, it's also taken on characteristics of a social network and jobs
platform due to the strong community and play to earn opportunities that have come from its
early success.
The key difference between Stars Battle and a traditional game is that Blockchain economic
design is used to reward our players for their contributions to the ecosystem. This new model of
gaming has been dubbed "play to earn". Stars Battle has attracted thousands of players from
developing countries in the pursuit of a new income stream during the Covid pandemic. Many of
these players are fathers, aunts, and even grandparents who have never used Blockchain
technology before!
Players can earn by:
Competing in $STARS battles to win leaderboard prizes.
Selling them on the marketplace after received reward.
Collecting on rare spaceship such as Origins.
These can be sold on exchanges such as Uniswap and PancakeSwap.
Starting in 2021 players can earn a governance token STARS, which represents a real slice of
the game universe as it has governance rights and fee sharing built into it. Since players can earn
this token by playing, a Ready Player one type quest emerges where players can actually earn
part of the universe. However, these quests are not winner takes all and rewards each player
based on their effort and skill.
Stars Battle's Mission
Stars Battle was built as a fun and educational way to introduce the world to blockchain
technology. Many of the original team members met playing Crypto kitties, and it was their first
time ever using Blockchain for anything other than pure speculation. They soon started working
on Stars Battle to introduce the magic of Blockchain technology to billions of players.
The Vision
We believe in a future where work and play become one.
We believe in empowering our players and giving them economic opportunities.
Most of all, we have a dream that battling and collecting cute creatures can change the world.
Welcome to our revolution.
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HOW TO GAME PLAY
I. SPACESHIP:
Player must own at least 1 Spaceship universe to play the game, you can buy a Spaceship at
Marketplace or NFT Market.
The default Spaceship is sell at the marketplace for 1000 $STARS, the level in the game is 1, the
number of bullets is 1000 and the VIP level is 0.
Spaceship selling on NFT Market are resell by other Player, so the selling price and parameters
will be different.
Player can buy different Spaceships to play more games.
II. BULLET
Bullet is the number of bullets left in each spaceship, when Bullet = 0 means the Spaceship has
no more bullets and will not be able to play the game.
When your spaceship runs out of ammo you can buy more ammo at Marketplace for 1000 Bullet
= 100 $STARS or you can also buy Bullet on NFT Market.
III. VIP
There are 3 VIP levels for spaceships, the default level is 0.
The 2nd VIP level is 1 you will be refunded 50% of the bullets fired after each die or next level.
The 3rd VIP level is 2 you will be refunded 70% of the bullets fired after each die or next level.
IV. REWARD
After each level you pass you will receive a reward with a certain $STARS token, the higher
level more than rewards.
Particularly at levels 5, 15, 25 you will war with a super boss with quite high combat power.
When you pass you will receive an additional item bullets of 5000, 7000 and 10,000
respectively.
V. BUY BACK
When you pass level 3 you will be able to trade on NFT market, Marketplace.
When you pass level 25 you can resell the spaceship for $25,000 STARS token ( 25 times the
original value you bought ) or sell it on the Marketplace for a higher price.
When you pass level 50 you can resell the spaceship for $50,000 STARS token(50 times the
original value you bought) or sell it on the Marketplace for a higher price.
When you pass level 100 you you can resell the spaceship for 100,000 $STARS token(100 times
the original value you bought) or sell it on the Marketplace for a higher price.
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You can sell any currency as ETH, BNB ...

VI. LEVEL
Here is the score you need to pass each level and the average number of ammo required for you
to do this.
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Demo Spaceship
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Demo Bullets
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STARS BATTLE Tokens Details
Token detail
Total supply will be 10.000.000 (10M) STARS. At the moment, the STARS token will be
published on Binance Smart Chain first.
Token Name

STARS BATTLE Token

Token Symbol

STARS

Token Decimal

18

Token Type

BEP-20

Platform

Binance Smart Chain

Max Total Supply

10.000.000 (10M)

Initial Circulating Supply

10.000.000 (10M)

Contract

0x6bca24071c0d743956da7fb6d211597a00e9eaee

Token Audit
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Token Allocation
Stars Battle serves as the native game currency for Stars Battle. Players leverage Stars
Battle to mint Stars Battles, Accessories and to buy/sell on the NFT Marketplace. The max supply
of Stars Battle is designated as follows:

Token Allocation Forecast

Development
10%

Airdrop
10%

Marketing
10%

Presale
10%

IDO
10%
Farm
20%

Game play
30%

Allocation detail
Allocation

Allocation

%

Airdrop

1.000.000

10

Presale

1.000.000

10

IDO

1.000.000

10

Game play

3.000.000

30

Farm

2.000.000

20

Makerting

1.000.000

10

Development

1.000.000

10

Description

To be used primarily for staking rewards on
the platform
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Our community
We use several growing social media platforms to communicate and collaborate with the public
and core team members. The channels include but not limited to:
Website
Channel
Group
Twiter
Fanpage
Youtube

:
:
:
:
:
:

https://starsbattle.co
http://t.me/StarsBattleChannel
http://t.me/StarsBattle
https://twitter.com/StarsBattle_co
https://fb.com/StarsBattle.co
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAJMHzTAw2z79KCw35Dfukg

Disclaimers
Licenses and approvals may NOT be obtained in all jurisdictions. Regardless, Stars Battle intends
to operate in full compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
Third-Party Data: This whitepaper contains data and references obtained from third-party sources.
While the management believes that the data is accurate and reliable, they have not been subject
to independent audit, verification, or analysis by any professional legal, accounting, engineering,
or financial advisor. There is no assurance as to the accuracy, reliability, or completeness of the
data.
Translations: This whitepaper and related materials are in English. Any translation is for reference
purposes only and is not certified by any person. We can make no assurance as to the accuracy
and
completeness of any translation. If there is any inconsistency between a translation and the
English version of this whitepaper, the English version prevails.
Views of Stars Battle: The views and opinions expressed in this whitepaper are those of Stars
Battle. They do not reflect any government’s official policy or position, quasi-government,
authority, or public body (including but not limited to any regulatory body of any jurisdiction) in
any jurisdiction. This whitepaper has not been reviewed by any regulatory authority.
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